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INDEX AND PRICES.
First of all, let us make it plain to the reader that we have some- ^

filing to sell. The following will serve as a list as well as an index, as 
we shall speak of them in the order named throughout this little book : —

FOUNTAIN OF HEALTH - ■ - $1 00
HOPES REGULATING PILLS - - 10
SCOTS GREYS AMBITION POWDERS. 25 
CLIMAX EYE SALVE & OINTMENT. 25 
CHURCHILL S COUGH KING - - 25
HOPE'S INSTANT RELIEF - . - 25
CLIMAX CORN CURE .... 15

Wm, Churchill & Co., Toronto, Proprietors.

Our
Specialties

and
Prices.

AN APPEAL TO NEWSPAPER WITS.

Give us a rest on the old, old jokes,
And let us have something new ;

Let up on the plumber and mother-in-law, 
And the flirting policeman—do !

Let us hear no more of the brainless dude,
Or the girl who devours ice cream,

And put the husband who stays out late 
In his little bed to dream.

Is there reason or rhyme that the Vassar girl 
Should worry the editors so ?

And the squibs on the size of Chicago’s shoes 
Grew stale, ah ! long, long ago.

Set Oscar Wilde on the ice to cool,
He is too, too overdone,

And give us a rest on these worn out jokes, 
Wo decline to consider them fun.

He—“ I see the latest idiotcy of women is to have a monkcyfor a pet. 
She — “ That is not new. It was so when we got married.”

When the sun gets up in the eastern sky, 
x * From its tossed-up bed of the restless sea ;

And before the meal, when noon is high,
So once again, at the hour of tea,

Take “ Fountain of Health ” if you be ill—
Enough for a month costs a dollar bill.
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